Sunday May 12th 2019
The Word of God
A Survey of the Bible – Lesson 16G
‘Let Us Go On’
Study Questions

1). Read Hebrews 1:1-2 – What has God set in an orderly arrangement by and
for His Son?

a). What ages do we know about?

b). What’s the difference between an age and a dispensation?

c). Within the arrangement of the ages, where and what is God’s focus in
His revelation to us?

d). Read Acts 3:19-21 [Not in the message] – What do you understand
the times of the restoration of all things to be about and which Scriptures did
we look at that help us with this?
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this?

e). Read the second half of v21 again – can you think of an example for

f). What must be fulfilled first before any of this can happen and what is
necessary for this fulfillment to take place?

g). What then would you say is the purpose for the Millennial Kingdom?

2). Read Hebrews 10:35-11:2 – What is faith? And is it ever seen apart from its
object?

a). What faith is dealt with in these verses?

b). What does it mean to draw back in v38 and which Scriptures did we
look at in connection with this?
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c). Read 11:1 again – What faith is spoken of here and what ‘substance’
does this faith provide?

seen?

d). How should we understand this faith to be the evidence of things not

e). Why did the elders obtain a good testimony? And who from?

f). Read Hebrews 11:3 – What are we to learn from this verse?

g). What 2 realms are available to our understanding and what is the
difference in how we see them?

h). What then would you say is the key to properly understanding God’s
purpose through the Scriptures?

i). Read 2 Corinthians 4:3-4 – What do we see in these verses and why
does it happen?
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Any final thoughts?
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